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Cover Picture: Shows a simple plaque on the Devil’s Dyke, Newmarket Race Course. It is 
in memory of the 75 (NZ) Sqn crew of Stirling aircraft R9245 who lost their lives after 
their aircraft hit the Dyke and crashed. Their story features in this newsletter. 
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Notes from the Chairman 

A Happy New Year to you all and welcome to the 2017 newsletter, 

where does time go? As I reflect on the past year I realize once 

more that for the Register it has been a very active time, in not only 

producing the newsletter and staging the Annual Reunion, but in 

helping many people with enquires about their relatives’ war time 

exploits. You will read in this edition that the Register’s IT 

specialists are increasingly using modern communications methods to 

broadcast the work of the Register through the Internet and 

Facebook.  However, you should not be afraid of contacting the 

Register’s officers by more traditional methods such as letter and 

telephone. Our contact details may be found in this newsletter and 

we are happy to receive your enquires at anytime! 

Our thanks are once more due to the Commander, Colonel Thomas D Torkelson and personnel 

of the USAF’s 100th Refueling Wing at RAF Mildenhall and also to the RAF commander Sqn 

Ldr Rick Fryer. The Base is very supportive of the Register’s activities and I am sure this 

will continue until the Base’s scheduled closure by 2022. This coming year the date of our 

reunion has been brought forward one week. This is to combine some elements of the reunion 

with both the 25th Anniversary of the 100th ARW coming to Mildenhall and the annual visit of 

members of the 100th Bomb Group, “the Bloody Hundredth”, who operated out of Thorpe 

Abbotts during WW2.  Full details of the reunion are to be found inside the back cover of 

this newsletter and an application form enclosed.  I recommend that you book accommodation 

as soon as possible! I am sorry for any inconvenience the change may cause but I am sure the 

combined events will be very successful and also combining them will cut down on the work 

for an already busy 100th ARW. 

We are very grateful to OC 622 Sqn and her personnel at RAF Brize Norton for the 

hospitality they display to former Squadron personnel and their wives and their keen support 

of the Register. It is very much appreciated and shows that the RAF is one big family; once 

in, you are RAF forever!  On a sadder note we record the disbanding at the end of this 

coming March, of XV Sqn at Lossiemouth, whilst hoping that the Squadron, one day, will be 

resurrected. 

My thanks are due to all who provided copy for this newsletter. Once more I have been 

unable to include all that was submitted due to shortage of space, (we are restricted to 44 

pages by postal costs). I will endeavour to include those items excluded in the next 

newsletter! Our secretary does a great job in sorting your inputs before passing them on to 

me!  Please keep the copy coming in! 

Thanks go to those who contribute to the day to day operations of the Register, to the 

Historians, in particular to Martyn Ford Jones (XV Sqn), Alan Fraser (149 Sqn plus the web 

site), and Howard Sandal (622 Sqn). A special mention is also due to a serving RAF member 

Dee Boneham (The Friends of 75 Sqn and Facebook); she is very supportive and willingly 

undertakes any task that comes her way.  Finally, there is the nerve centre of the Register, 

I include myself, secretary Geoff Reynolds and treasurer Smiley Mildwater, ably supported 

and guided by our wives, Jill, Debbie and Cherry respectively.  Without these people there 

would not a Register as we know it today. My very heartfelt thanks to them all! 
 

 
John Gentleman 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Secretary’s report 
As I sit here typing this, the sound of fireworks can be heard from a 

local display, punctuated by flashes that are visible through the thin 

curtains of the office window. My mind wanders back to the wartime 

and the amazing, yet deadly light displays that would have greeted 

our valiant young men as they flew over occupied Europe on their way 

to bomb some far off target. I can only wonder, when I see the rare 

footage of operations, what terrors those flashes brought to the 

crews. Apparently, unless it was very close, they rarely heard the 

explosions, but may well have heard the clatter of shrapnel against 

the thin metal of the fuselage. 

I reflect on how lucky we are to enjoy the freedom those young men 

fought for. We can go out and celebrate our great and varied 

history, by this annual display of noise and light, not just on November 5th, but at other 

times throughout our calendar. Yet spare a thought for those young men who survived and, 

like many military folk since, bear the scars that those flashes and bangs open up again. I’m 

sure not all our veterans enjoy November 5th as the memories flood back.  

Talking of memories, what another wonderful reunion we were able to share with quite a few 

of you again. All reports would have us believe it was another “best yet” leaving us, of the 

committee, the monumental task of topping that! Well, we’re trying (to say the least, our 

wives might say) to put together another corker (see later report), so I hope we shall be able 

to welcome many of you to join us over the weekend 12th – 14 th May 2017. 

My year has been split into either periods of great activity or with little to do. John has 

asked me to say a few words about how I get much of my work and I’ve done an article that 

explains how modern technology, through the computer is upper most in the way folk contact 

me and The Register works. E-mail, our website and Facebook bring in the greatest number 

of enquiries from new members and researchers. Using the computer I can then cascade this 

out to the relevant Squadron historian or other researchers to help find the answers. 

Enquiries often yield new membership and this year has been no different, with 22 new 

members and some undecided still on the side-lines. 

On the flip side of this are the sad notices of deaths which usually arrive after the 

newsletter is mailed out, and in dribs and drabs throughout the year, more often by normal 

post or word of mouth from the historians. This year, we’ve had over 30 and with a number 

of newsletters returned as folk have moved away and the odd ‘please remove’, we are slightly 

down in number. 

However, word of mouth has put me in touch with a lovely lady in a village near me whose 

husband was a 115 Squadron man. She has all his paperwork, log books and other documents, 

which have proved most interesting to help research. With the aid of a young Belgian 

researcher and MR member, Bram Dermout, who is extremely knowledgeable on many 

matters of RAF wartime, we were able to arrange a visit to Witchford museum. The visit 

lead to our discovering that her husband had once flown in KO-Y, which had crashed not far 

from Bram’s girlfriend’s house. We have some more work to do and I hope a story with 

pictures will come. Bram is hoping to bring a mock-up of the control tower to display at 

Witchford next year. As a former Mildenhall squadron and with other enquiries coming in 

from that quarter, we may well increase our squadrons in the near future. 

 
Geoff Reynolds 



Thank you to everyone who contacts me with stories, anecdotes or just memories, without 

your help, there wouldn’t be a newsletter, but I’m always looking for more! Even though I’m 

sure this year alone, there is far more than we can use, they’ll come in handy one year when 

very little happens of note. 

Thank you also to the other two members of your committee, John and Smiley, together with 

our hard working and caring wives, without whom none of this could happen.    
 

Notes from the Treasurer 
Dear Members, 2016 was a good year financially for the Register with 

some £2,400 received as gifts from members. It is this aspect that I 

wish to address. Donations came from far and wide and I tried to 

reply to, and thank, all donors. I hope I didn’t miss anyone but, if I did, 

I do apologise and will take this opportunity to thank you all for your 

kind thoughts and donations. It is this income that allows us to meet 

the costs of producing and sending you the annual newsletter and 

making various donations on behalf of the Register.  These are worthy 

causes such as the extension of the path at St John’s Beck Row to the 

Commonwealth War Grave cemetery and our plaque on the north side 

of the Church. 

With regard to this year’s reunion, due to the change in format there 

will be no raffle (do I hear a collective sigh of relief?) so no raffle prizes will be needed. We 

will be back to normal next year. 

That’s enough from me so I will wish you all a Happy, Healthy and Safe New Year and see you 

in May.             

Mildenhall Register Reunion Weekend - May 2016 
Action packed and up to the normal high standard 

Around 75 members, veterans, relations and friends attended this year’s reunion which was 

held over the 13 – 15 May.  

The weekend started on Friday 

afternoon with members assembling at 

The Bird in Hand ready for an afternoon 

tour of the RAF Mildenhall base.  After 

the customary security checks, 

undertaken by a rather serious looking 

MOD policeman, we entered the airfield 

with the 100th Air Refueling Wing’s 

(100th ARW) Historian, Bob Mackey as 

our guide. Bob briefed on the work of 

the base relating it to the various 

aircraft we saw and pointed out historic 

buildings of interest including the old 

NAFFI, Celestial Trainer, Officers Mess, 

A Type hangar and Station HQs.  First stop was outside the Control Tower where USAF 

fireman displayed and talked about their equipment. The party then split into two, one 

 
The USAF police with one of their dogs 

 
Smiley Mildwater 



visited the Control Tower where they were briefed on the various control positions, admired 

the loft view albeit in murky conditions and watched a C-130 undertaking circuits and bumps!  

The second group was given a tour, both inside and out of the station’s workhorse, the KC135 

tanker, a military version of the legendry Boeing 707.  Members were able to sit in the 

cockpit and also the boom operators position at the back of the aircraft. After three 

quarters of an hour or so the two groups changed over. Next item was a police dog 

demonstration which was enjoyed by all. The tour finished around 1630 and was very 

educational and interesting. 

People reassembled at 1730 in Middleton Hall, (named after Plt Off Rawdon Middleton RAAF 

VC), the old Officer Mess.  The building is a grand pre-war building with wood panelling and 

many crystal chandeliers. Here we partook of pre-dinner drinks and inspected the collection 

of RAF wartime photographs that surround the bar.  This was followed by a buffet supper, 

the annual AGM and a short but very interesting talk on “The Pathfinders” by Sqn Ldr Kevin 

Dalley.  We returned to our billets around 10 o’clock after a most interesting and enjoyable 

afternoon and evening. 

Next morning the coach left at 0930 for the Imperial War Museum’s airfield at Duxford 

which was a Battle of Britain airfield and a mere three quarters of an hour drive away.  Here 

we spent four and a half hours taking in as many of the exhibits as we could mange,  ranging 

from Airspace, with its Lancaster and Concorde, to the Battle of Britain with its Spitfires 

and Hurricanes to the American Air Museum with it B-52 and Mustangs . One could spend a 

week going round the displays and even take a flight as three of our group did in a DH Dragon 

Rapide, an elegant eight-seater biplane and early commercial aircraft from the golden age of 

1930s air travel. There was something for all interests and passage between the various 

sections, made easy by the on-demand shuttle bus.  Midway through the visit a sumptuous 

picnic was available for all. If you have not visited Duxford then try and make the journey, it 

is well worth it! 

We arrived back at Mildenhall around four which left a couple of hours to rest and spruce up 

for the formal reunion dinner in the 

Suffolk and Norfolk rooms in the all ranks 

Galaxy Club. During pre dinners cocktails 

we were joined by our guests,  Colonel and 

Mrs Thomas Torkelson, Commander 100th 

ARW, RAF Mildenhall (in RAF language the 

Station Commander!), and guests 

representing the USAF, the RAF, the 

RAAF and the RNZAF.  The RAF Colour 

was marched in by Geoff Denness of the 

Newmarket RAFA, grace was said and the 

loyal toasts made. Then we all settled down 

to an excellent meal served by the Galaxy 

Club staff.  Short speeches of welcome by 

Colonel Tolkensen and of thanks to all by 

our Chairman followed and then the raffle. The remainder of the evening was taken up with 

“chat”.  An indication of the success of the event was that long after the scheduled finish of 

10 o’clock the room was still full of people and eventually cleared way after eleven!  It was a 

memorable occasion. 

 
Saturday Dinner – Colour is presented 



At eleven, the following morning we gathered in St John’s Church Beck Row for a Service of 

Remembrance for all for served at RAF Mildenhall and its satellite bases.  The visiting 

officers attended the service is uniform, the standard was paraded to the RAF March and 

the Dam Busters. Officers of the Register participated in the service which was conducted 

by the Vicar, the Rev Rosemary Rycraft, herself an ex Army nurse.  The congregation of St 

Johns has really taken to the Register; they enjoy our coming and after the service as usual, 

put on a superb spread for members to fortify themselves before the journey home.  The 

Register valves their friendship and hospitality. 

There were numerous grateful thanks for yet another wonderful reunion. Again it was ranked 

as ‘the best’ leaving us to wonder how on earth we can cap that this May! 

Amongst them was this comment from George Worrall:  “I write to convey our thanks to all 
the committee and their ladies for yet another successful reunion of the Register which we 
know from experience ranks as the best of its kind thanks to meticulous and thoughtful 
planning which embraces all who attend and leaving no one feeling unwelcome or overlooked, 
especially the 'real' veterans. 

Another came from Tom Payne a regular staunch supporter. A veteran pilot on both XC and 

XV Squadrons: - “Apologies for delay in thanking you all for the great few days spent with 
you. Personally I had a wonderful time, thanks to the excellent hard work done by so few. 
Good going to Duxford too; enjoyed it all. I look forward to next year! 

XV(R) Squadron Sqn Cdr’s Report 2016  

The disbandment of the Squadron looms ever closer, and with a little over 4 months until 

that sad event on 31 March (more to follow in a bit), I reflect on what the Squadron has 

achieved since I last wrote to you all. It has not, you will not be surprised to hear, been 

without its challenges, but has seen some exciting tasks come our way that I was not 

expecting! Starting with the most recent event, the last Tornado GR4 Qualified Weapons 

Instructors Course completed on 10 November when they presented their End of Course 

Study to the Air Warfare Centre’s Warfighter’s Conference. In a change to the norm, the 

Course focused on the synthetic training challenge for the RAF’s newest aircraft, the F35 

Joint Strike Fighter - Lightning. The presentation was very well received, and the Lightning 

Force Commander has already reported that he is already using their conclusions to influence 

the Capability Planners on what is needed to achieve success. Six of the 7 on the course have 

returned to the front-line at Marham, with one pilot remaining with XV Squadron before he 

goes out to the USA in July to convert to the F35. The Squadron has trained 193 pilots and 

169 navigators to be QWIs over the life of the Tornado! In other news, the Squadron was 

operational once again during October when we were tasked to shadow the Russian Kusnetzov 

Carrier Group as it transited down the North Sea on its way to the Eastern Mediterranean. 

We were the only Squadron at Lossiemouth that was able to support the task and it saw the 

Squadron step up and deliver as it always has. We were faced with working over a weekend, 

and every single person volunteered to work – the spirit and ethos that you will recall from 

your days on the Squadron is very much still alive! Not only have we defended the Nation’s 

shores, but we have continued to support Operation SHADER, the campaign over Iraq and 

Syria. A number of crews have deployed to fly on the operation and been applauded by the 

front-line squadrons they have worked with. Back at home, our engineers have had to prepare 

numerous aircraft for the operation which understandably takes their resources away from 



generating aircraft for our daily flying task. We have, however, maintained our output and all 

the students have graduated on time, if not slightly early, and been flying on operations (and 

dropping weapons) within weeks of leaving us. The fact that they finish their course on XV(R) 

Squadron and are able to deploy so quickly and be so capable is down to the fantastic work 

the staff do – you should be proud of your successors on the Squadron, both air and ground 

crew alike. It has, however, not all been about operations. We have provided flypasts for a 

number of events, most recently the start of the Scotland vs Australia Rugby Union match 

on 12 November. As well as this we have surprised HRH the Duchess of Wessex in Otterburn 

as part of her cycling efforts to raise awareness of the Duke of Edinburgh Award Scheme – 

it wasn’t an accident, it was planned: she just didn’t know it was happening until the last 

moment! And we have provided graduation flypasts at RAF Linton-on-Ouse, RAF Valley and 

the Scottish Police College. All in all, we get the message out and about that XV Squadron is 

here, serving the country, and doing it very well! Although I knew when I took Command that 

I would be the last Officer Commanding of XV Squadron, certainly in its current form, it 

makes it no less sad to begin the planning for the disbandment. You will be pleased that I 

intend it to be a reflection of our distinguished and proud history and that it will be in no 

way a quiet affair! I have repeatedly asked the question of what is happening to the number 

plate, but as yet there has been no decision or announcement. Nonetheless, we will be 

parading the Squadron personnel and Standard in front of a senior RAF guest of honour. 

Following this there will be lunch, and then an open afternoon on the Squadron and then a 

hangar party in the evening. The following day we will hold the final Casabayo Golf 

Competition – for those who remember, this was started after Sean Casabayo and his pilot 

Dick Wright lost their lives in a flying accident in October 1999. My aim is that the whole 

event is about celebrating the Squadron and the family that supports it, be that the 

Association, our friends and colleagues at RAF Lossiemouth, and importantly our close and 

personal families who support us in our duties. The details on how to reserve tickets, a snip 

at £30 per head, will be posted on the Association Website. 

OC 622 Sqn’s Report  

It has been another busy year for 622 Sqn with crews enjoying not just time on operations, 

but also supporting exercises across the globe.  One individual spent 2 weeks in Thailand 

when the movers drove a set of forklifts into the aircraft and another spent a month in 

China teaching aviation English to the Chinese.  One of our Air Stewards was selected to lead 

the catering for the new VIP aircraft nicknamed ‘MayForce 1’ and I am impressed he has 

maintained his lean figure throughout all the trials and successful introduction to Service of 

this new asset!  We also had a fabulous and informative time in Northern France visiting the 

D-Day landings and 622 Sqn’s involvement in the battles in the area.  It was a privilege to 

have Martyn Ford-Jones accompanying us to help link in the ground activity with the aerial 

action and support from 622 Sqn.  We had a very special occasion in October with Flt Lt 

Derek Oldham celebrating 50 years of RAF Service.  With over 16000 hrs flying and as the 

most experienced instructor in the RAF, it is a privilege to have him serving on 622 Sqn.  He 

featured on the RAF’s webpage and it was the biggest media hit all year with congratulations 

coming from all over the globe.  He hadn’t quite expected to ever ‘go viral’! 



The Sqn had a lovely lunch to commemorate Op MANNA in May this year with a good 

attendance from veterans who enjoyed a tour of the new A400M Atlas aircraft and had a go 

flying it in the sim.  Chick Chandler and Ken 

Thomas were surprised to find no control 

column – just a little joystick to the side!  

Bernie Harris met with the pilot of the 

RAF's most recent humanitarian airdrop by 

47 Sqn to the Yazidis fleeing Daesh in Iraq. 

 Next year is expected to be busy on the 

ceremonial front; the Sqn slate in the RAF 

Church of St Clement Danes is worn beyond 

recognition and we are following some other 

Sqns leads and having this replaced.  The re-

dedication ceremony will take place after 

the main RAF Formation Service 

(celebrating 99 years) in St Clement Danes 

on 2 Apr 17 and we are in the process of 

applying for tickets for veterans and representatives to attend what is quite an impressive 

Service.  The cost of the replacement slate is £1000 and, as we appreciate quite a number of 

people would like to contribute, we will set up a collection in the New Year and likely limit 

donations so that everyone who wishes to can ‘own a part’. (See below) 

We hope to attend as a Squadron the 5th anniversary of the Bomber Command Memorial 

ceremony in Jun 17 with a visit to Germany later in the year to look at the RAF and 622 Sqn’s 

activity in Germany during WW2 with an aim of visiting as many graves and memorials of Sqn 

personnel as possible. 

We would like to wish all our veterans and supporters of the Mildenhall Register all the best 

for 2017 and we look forward to meeting with you at events throughout the year. 

 

Addendum: 
 

Donations to replace the 622 Sqn Slate in St Clement Danes 
622 Sqn has set the upper limit of donation towards the new Sqn Slate at £20.  Donations 

may either be made direct to the Sqn address below or included on your return to the 

Register’s Treasurer (form included with this newsletter). 

No 622 Sqn, RAF Brize Norton, Carterton, Oxon, OX18 3LX 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Ken Thomas and Chick Chandler 

 in the Atlas Simulator 

 

Keeping in Touch 
Whilst we hope you will be able to come to the 2017 Reunion we 

realise age and distance can make this impossible to do!  However, 
please keep in touch and let us know your stories and news with 

photographs if possible. 

Also please let us have any change of your address /contact 
details.  Please use the back of the application to record and let 

us know of changes or phone them through! 



Obituaries 
 

George Hill –this tribute comes from a loving daughter - 

 George Roy Hill passed away peacefully on 3 January 2015, at the age of 91. 

My father served as a Navigator in 149 Squadron ‘C’ Flight from December 1944. He 

attended. No 1TW at Aberystwyth, and his initial flying training was in South Africa, at 47 

and then 48 Air Schools, from August 1943 to February 1944 when he qualified as an Air 

Navigator.  

One of the instructors at 47 Air School was Sqn Ldr Greig, father of the cricketer Tony 

Greig. My father said that when he flew with Greig, it was like “having God in my Anson”. 

After a period at 84 OTU flying Wellingtons and also attending HCU Chedburgh and No. 3 

Lancaster Finishing School at Feltwell, my father was posted to 149 Squadron from 13th 

December 1944. He was stationed at Methwold, and afterwards at Binbrook from where he 

was eventually demobbed. 

He first flew on ops on 15th December 1944 to Siegen and flew a total of 28 successful 

sorties with the squadron (19 by day and 9 by night) and clocking up a total of 154 flying 

hours.  

In May 1945 he flew on three repatriation flights of ex-POWs from Juvincourt in France. 

His usual aircraft was the Lancaster HK654 “G” and I think his crew for the whole of the 

war consisted of the pilot J. Michael (with whom he had also flown while training - an 

Australian who I believe finished his career in the rank of Air Commodore in Australia.) R. 

Bradley (bomb aimer), F/S Leitch, W/Op K. Graham, rear gunner Murphy and mid-upper 

gunner Moran. He only kept in regular touch with Ron Bradley (who went into the police force 

and is sadly also now deceased) after the war, but often talked with us about his fellow crew 

 
Photo of the usual crew of “G” George, My father is standing second from the right 



members and their lives on the squadron. 

After the war my father caught up on his further education, qualified as a teacher and then 

gained an economics degree from London University.  

He retired as a principal lecturer at the former Leeds Polytechnic, now a university. 

Warrant Officer Gwilym Peake 
 

Gwilym ‘Bill’ Peake, a former air gunner with No. 622 Squadron passed away on 10th October 

2016. Gwilym was born in Wrexham on 13th February 1923 and attended Grove Park Grammar 

school in Wrexham. In 1940 he volunteered for the RAF and was assigned to the role of 

wireless operator. He completed his trade training at No.3 Radio School in Yatesbury, then 

to a Conversion Unit at Little Horwood where he became part of the crew skippered by FS 

Peter Thompson RAAF. The crew arrived on No.622 Squadron in late 1943 and flew a few 

operations in the Short Stirling; these were mainly ‘Gardening’ ops dropping anti-shipping 

mines. Early 1944 brought the Squadron conversion to the Avro Lancaster.  

Early 1944 was a particularly dangerous time for Bomber Command, the German night fighter 

force was wreaking havoc and the losses mounted. Bill and his crew attacked heavily 

defended targets deep in the Ruhr Valley including Berlin, Schweinfurt and Stuttgart. It was 

on an operation to Stuttgart on 15th March 1944 that the crew were hit by flak over Paris 

crashing in the Rouen area. Bill bailed out sustaining a slightly damaged leg, he managed to 

evade the enemy for three days before he was captured and eventually sent to Stalag Luft 1. 

Five of the crew were captured and two evaded.  

Gwilym returned to civilian life marrying Irene in May 1952 and they had a son, Nicholas in 

1961.             Howard Sandall 

 

Flight Sergeant Peter John Pearce DFM 
 

Peter Pearce, a former member of No. 622 Sqn passed away on Remembrance Day 11th 

November 2016 with his family by his side.   

Peter was originally sent to Southern Rhodesia for pilot training but soon discovered that he 

had no natural aptitude for the role subsequently he was keen to join the war effort so 

volunteered for air gunner training.  Peter joined the crew of Plt Off Walker and he 

completed a full tour of operations from February 1944- July 1944. He was awarded the 

Distinguished Flying Medal on completion of operations, part of his DFM citation reads; ‘His 
sustained operational endeavour is worthy of the highest praise and by his outstanding 
gallantry and devotion to duty, Flight Sergeant Pearce is worthy of recognition.’ In October 

2015 I visited Peter Pearce and his family in Halesworth Suffolk. I was presented with a 

copy of his memoirs by his wife and daughter Sarah.  Peter explained that he went to School 

with Geoffrey Wellham DFC (B of B pilot) and played cricket with him at school in London. 

Post war Peter became a dentist in London retiring to Suffolk.   Howard Sandall 

Flight Lieutenant James F. McCahill RAAF 

Flight Lieutenant James McCahill passed away during 2016. He arrived on No.622 Squadron 

in December 1945 and flew continuously until the end of the war. His arrival at an operational 

squadron was delayed by a flying accident whilst training in Canada. Descending to land he 

clipped a tree forcing a heavy landing knocking him unconscious. Rather philosophically he 



reckoned that the delay probably saved his life!  Jim quickly rose to be a Flight Commander 

and took part in the infamous bombing of Dresden and Chemnitz. It was a pleasure 

corresponding with Jim over many years whilst writing the Squadron history, he was always 

willing to listen and offer thoughtful guidance.       Howard Sandall 

Flight Sergeant T.S. Gookey 

Flight Sergeant Gookey, a former wireless operator with No. 622 Squadron passed away 

during 2016. He initially joined No.XV Squadron and was posted to No.622 Squadron on its 

formation in August 1943.  He was part of a crew skippered by Plt Off Derek Jackson and 

flew 19 operations in the Short Stirling before the squadron converted to the Avro 

Lancaster in December 1943.   On one operation in September 1943 their aircraft was 

damaged by falling incendiaries from above, on landing back at base they over shot the 

runway and the undercarriage collapsed. It was during the Squadron’s conversion in 

December 1943 that the crew were approached to join the elite Pathfinder force.  Whilst 

they were considering their options they were all posted to training duties without being 

given any further choice.  Plt Off Jackson wanted to fly the Mosquito and it was whilst he 

was under training to fly the ‘Wooden Wonder’ that he lost an engine on take-off killing him 

and his instructor.           Howard Sandall 

 

A hero, nay legend, to be remembered in a new book  

Earlier this year I was contacted by Glenys Scott requesting information on Squadron 

Leader Phillip John Lamason. At that time, the Register had no idea he had passed away in 

2012 aged 93, so I had the sad task of recording yet another veterans passing. 

Then came a newspaper article from Jack Trend and his amazing story was unfolded. 

Phil was born in Napier in 1918, but like 

other Lamasons moved to the small town of 

Dannevirke on North Island New Zealand, 

between Wellington and Napier. The paper 

records them as being ‘salt of the earth’ 

type people, and Phil was very much a man 

for the people. He is respected and 

remembered by many airmen around the 

world as a great humanitarian and a great 

leader. His town also remember him for his 

passion at sheep farming. 

Phil was a veteran of 45 operations with XV 

and 218 Squadrons. He was shot down over 

France on 8th June 1944. He was the last 

person to leave the stricken aircraft and 

on landing was picked up and hidden by the Resistance in Paris. 

Sold out by traitor Jacques Desaubrie for 10,000 francs (less than £70) he and many other 

airmen were herded onto cattle trucks for a horrendous five day journey to Buchanvald 

concentration camp. 

 
Lamason (left) plays chess in Paris with Ken 

Chapman (his navigator) and a French Lady 

whilst hidden by the Resistance 



Once there, it was usually a one way trip, leaving only in the smoke from the chimneys of the 

gas chambers. So, on learning that the Gestapo had ordered the deaths of all the airmen in 

the camp, Phil risked his own life to get word of the impending slaughter to the Luftwaffe, 

as the men were being held illegally. 

Four days before the executions, the 

airmen were transferred to Stalag 

Luft 3. He had saved the lives of 82 

Americans, 48 British, 26 Canadians, 

9 Australians, 2 New Zealanders and 

1 Jamaican. 

It is hoped that his story, which is 

not well known in Australia or New 

Zealand, can be made into a book. It 

won’t just focus on his wartime 

experiences; it will be much more 

than that. The book hopefully will due 

out by September 2018 (what would 

have been Lamason's 100th birthday). 

I expresses my grateful thanks to Glenys, Jack and the Hawkes Bay newspaper for 

assistance in writing this story.        Geoff Reynolds  
 

Additional Information from the Chairman: 

After the war, Phil was often a guest of King George VI at Buckingham Palace where the 

then Princess Elizabeth liked to hold his hand and chat. 

"She'd make a beeline for me," he said. The King had a 

special request, asking him to "buzz" the palace, so 

three Stirlings flew over Buckingham Palace. "I told 

the other boys to peel off and let me go for it," Phil 

said.  

In 1946, he was asked to be the lead pilot to test the 

flight paths for a new British airport and as part of 

the agreement; he was offered a farm in Berkshire.  

However, his family said he needed to go home instead 

and Heathrow Airport went ahead without him. When 

asked what he'd like on his return, his quickly replied.  

"I'd like a farm in a warm place" and in 1948 he 

acquired 406 acres at Rua Roa.  

A private, humble and reluctant hero, Phil's story has a 

lot to offer young people today. His son John recently 

told Dannevirke High School pupils in New Zealand.  

"He showed perseverance, honesty and integrity and 

while you may not have a war to fight, there may, at times, be a war inside that you have to 

battle and face.  

All are grateful to his generation who fought for our freedom. 

 
Sqn Ldr Phillip John Lamason 

DFC & Bar 

 
Buchenwald's "Little Camp” 



His heroic role at Buchenwald was not recognised until 1994, when a Canadian film was made 

and Lamason was interviewed about his experiences. The publication of the book Night after 

Night - New Zealanders in Bomber Command led to the making, in 2011, of The Lost Airmen 

of Buchenwald, an American documentary which features Lamason and several of his fellow 

POWs.  

 

Paying respects to those who rest in a Foreign Field. 
 

During the summer I fulfilled a long ambition to pay my respects to No. 622 Squadron 

aircrew that rest in Germany.  Firstly I visited Reichswald Cemetery where 15 aircrew rest 

amongst 7,594 Allied casualties. It was a damp and wet morning but when we arrived around 

midday the sun 

came out burning 

the dampness 

from the ground 

giving a sense of 

almost spiritual 

significance.  We 

spent a couple of 

days in Berlin 

with its contrast 

of old and new buildings.  It was particularly interesting to see the Kaiser Wilhelm church 

heavily damaged by the bombing and restored as a lasting monument. The last remaining flak 

tower at Humboldthain Park is an impressive structure with great views over the city. We 

visited the Berlin War Cemetery where 3,595 aircrew are buried including 26 from the 

Squadron. I laid a wreath on the grave of FS Denis Dart on behalf of a family member who 

had never visited the grave.  Next it was onto Hanover War Cemetery where 2,347 aircrew 

are buried, 3 

belonging to 622 

Squadron. The 

cemetery is much 

smaller than the 

others but still 

beautifully 

maintained. After 

more travelling we 

came to Dresden 

to view how the city has been rebuilt after the infamous bombing operation in February 1945 

when so many people perished. Bullet holes and shrapnel blasts can still be seen ingrained 

upon the buildings, the mix of old and new stone in the reconstruction is a credit to the 

German people. Dresden was practically destroyed during the war and rebuilt to its former 

glory notably the Zwinger Palace and the Frauenkirche Church. 

On the way home we visited Rheinberg War Cemetery where 3,330 aircrew are buried with 

29 from No.622 Squadron.  Travelling back through Holland gave us the opportunity to visit 

the resting place of Guy Gibson and John Warwick, both buried in Steenbergen Cemetery.  

The local schoolchildren tend the grave, which is wonderfully maintained with striking 

  

  



flowers on display when we visited. Visiting the resting places of so many Bomber Command 

aircrew really put into perspective the tragic loss of life of so many young men in the prime 

of their lives. My admiration goes out to the Commonwealth War Graves Commission who 

keep the Cemeteries in pristine condition with beautifully pruned flowers and manicured 

grass.           Howard Sandall 

A memorial to Fg Off W R Rattle and Crew 

On 11th June 2016 at 

Oostelbeers in Holland a 

memorial was unveiled to Fg Off 

W.R. Rattle & crew (LL812-622 

Sqn) who all lost their lives on 

12/13th June 1944 after being 

shot down by a night fighter. 

After years of research tracing 

the family members, Adrian Van 

Zantvoort finally brought his 

dream to fruition when the 

nephew of the mid upper gunner 

in the crew, Martin O' Dea 

unveiled the memorial. Also 

present at the ceremony was the 

Burgomster of Oirschot Mr Ruud 

Severijins and a good friend of 

Adrian's Mr Rene Poierrie. The 

attached pictures shown what a great tribute the memorial is to the crew. Well done Adrian 

and all concerned! 

Veteran Ken Dougan paid his respects to his fallen comrades. 
by Harry Bouwman from The Netherlands 

In my article about T for Tommy, published 

in the Newsletter of January 2016, I wrote 

about Ken Dougan, who I was able to find 

after reading the Mildenhall Register 

Newsletter of summer 2012. A warm 

contact came after with this 98 years old 

veteran. 

Bomb aimer Ken Dougan ought to have been 

part of the crew of the Stirling R9168 that 

crashed at Gortel, the Netherlands, on 16th 

December 1942. He was in hospital following 

a crash during take-off. His crew had to fly 

their next (and fatal) operation to bomb the 

Diepholz training airfield of the Luftwaffe. 

So Ken wasn’t flying with them this time...  

H.R.H. Princess Margriet with Ken Dougan 

at the entrance of the cemetery 

Tongerenseweg. (Photo Harry Bouwman) 

 
The unveiling ceremony at Oostelbeers, 

L-R: Adrain Van Zantvoort, Martin O'Dea (nephew 

of Sgt O' Dea MUG in the crew), Burgomaster of 

Oirschot Mr Ruud Severijns & Mr Rene Poierrie. 



It wasn’t until the English version of my book ‘The last flight of T for Tommy’, which I 

published in 2015, that Ken realized how his comrades died. The veteran had one last wish; to 

pay his respects to his fallen comrades at the place where they lost their lives: the crash 

site where the T for Tommy Monument keeps the remembrance alive. For this reason he 

travelled from Vancouver to the Netherlands, a trip he had never taken before.  

On Monday 23rd May, in the company of his son and daughter, Ken Dougan visited the 

cemetery in Epe. At the Cemetery of Epe he had a personal meeting with HRH Princess 

Margriet of the Netherlands, who I invited 

just a few days before... She was even willing 

to change her schedule to meet Ken. The 

princess was born in Canada, when the Royal 

family took refuge there during the German 

occupation of the Netherlands. She spent 20 

minutes speaking to the veteran, who was 

clearly moved.  

After that wonderful moment Ken paid a visit 

to the T for Tommy Memorial which I erected 

with my schoolchildren in 1992. There he got 

an impression of the area where his comrades 

had met their final destiny. It was quite 

impressive for the old veteran.  

In the afternoon, Dougan visited the primary school ‘Het Mosterdzaadje’ at Gortel. The 

school adopted the memorial commemorating the perished airmen. Dougan spent an hour 

answering questions from 

the pupils. Representatives 

from the Canadian and 

English embassies were also 

present. On behalf of the 

Canadian Embassy Mrs. 

Gallit Dobner joined us and 

Plt Off Danny MacDiarmid 

attended to represent the 

UK.  

After a cup of coffee and a 

surprise performance from 

the Bagpipers City of 

Apeldoorn, everyone went 

to the memorial. Ken 

Dougan was taken by jeep 

to the crash site escorted 

by the bagpipers and old 

army vehicles: three 

Dodges, two Jeeps and two 

motorcycles. Former 

The Canadian war veteran Ken Dougan (98), surrounded by 

the pupils of the Mosterdzaadje primary school, pays his 

last respects at the Airman’s memorial to his comrades who 

in 1942 crashed. Next to him his son and daughter. 

Mrs. Gallit Dobner is laying a wreath on behalf of the 

Canadian Embassy. (Photo V@S, Vaassens Weekly, May) 

31), 2016) 

Ken answered several questions from the 

schoolchildren. (Photo Frans Roos) 



marines formed a guard of honour. Following my opening speech a pupil from the primary 

school read a poem written by herself. A former marine playing the trumpet accompanied the 

singing of “Abide with me”. I read a passage from my book ‘T for Tommy’ and the headmaster 

of the school read it in English. Following the Dedication the Last Post was played, followed 

by two minutes silence. The Dutch, Canadian and English National anthems were played 

followed by the laying of wreaths and flowers by the Canadian embassy, the British embassy, 

the schoolchildren from the Mosterdzaadje primary school, the association Gortel Niersen, 

and several other people. 

Remembering those who lost their lives 70 years ago. 

There was something serenely peaceful about the Devil’s Dyke (a medieval earth works which 

runs for about seven and a half miles past the western end of the current Newmarket 

racecourse, reaching heights of 33 feet in places) on Thursday 25th August 2016 as a small 

group joined to remember seven young men who had lost their lives there more than 70 years 

ago. Like so many of their generation, theirs was a sacrifice made in the prime of their lives 

and for five of their number in a country thousands of miles from their homes in New 

Zealand and Canada.  

Sgt Benjamin Franklin, Sgt William Lawrence, Sgt William Whitcombe, Sgt Edgar Harvey, 

Sgt Harold Rangi Welch, Sgt Tom Pascoe and Sgt Eric Burbridge made up the crew of a 

Stirling bomber of 75(New Zealand) Squadron which, on the night of December 16 1942, was 

one of nine aircraft which took off from their base on Newmarket racecourse for an 

operation off Bordeaux in France. The squadron had only moved to Newmarket from 

Mildenhall a month before and as the aircraft took off an increasing wind caused the first 

three to swing badly on take-off before their pilots managed to right them. The fourth 

plane, R9245, piloted by 21-year-old Sgt Franklin, also felt the power of the wind as it swept 

across the heath. The aircraft swung dangerously. Franklin continued with the take-off 

manoeuvre but the plane was not high enough to clear the ancient earthworks. The starboard 

undercarriage hit the Devil’s Dyke breaking off the oil tank to the starboard inner engine 

and causing the plane to spin out of control. It eventually crashed about a mile away bursting 

into flames as the sea mines it was carrying exploded.  

In an instant the lives of its young crew were snuffed out. Newmarket-born businessman 

Mike Nicholas has lived in the town all his life and had been aware of the tragedy for most of 

it.  

 



 “We used to play on the dyke and knew all about the gap in it because there was a plaque 

there,” he said. After the loss of the bomber, and its crew, the height of the dyke, which 

was around 20 feet, was reduced for around 300 

yards in line with the flight path off the wartime 

aerodrome in the hope that no similar tragedies would 

occur.  

“Last Christmas I was walking along here with my wife 

and we came across the plaque which had corroded 

and I said to her, ‘I would like to replace that plaque 

and she said yes’,” said Mr Nicholas. He had a new 

plaque cast in bronze and with permission from 

Natural England, necessary as the dyke is a listed 

ancient monument, it was sited at the very spot the 

plane had hit all those years ago. Along with the names 

of the crew, it proudly bears the Maori phrase Ace 

Kia Kasha which has been incorporated into the 

squadron’s motto and means ‘for ever and ever be 

strong’.  

Last week it was dedicated at a short but moving 

service conducted by Rev Colin McCarty and attended 

by, among others, representatives of the RAF, the Friends of the 75 (New Zealand) 

Squadron Association including chairman Kevin King, and secretary Margaret Still, the 

Mildenhall Register Chairman, John Gentleman and local historian Tony Pringle who attached 

a cross to the memorial woven out of a native palm and bearing a poppy. by Dolores Ho, who 

works at the New Zealand Army Museum  

Eric Baker, the nephew of Eric Burbridge, who with Tom Pascoe were the two RAF Volunteer 

Reserve members making up the bomber crew, had made the trip from Surrey to remember 

the uncle he never knew.  

Visibly moved by the service, Mr Baker said: “I really only got to know about what happened 

to him a few years ago and I think this is a 

very fitting gesture.” Four of the young men 

from New Zealand who died on that 

December night, along with Canadian, Sgt 

Lawrence, all rest in Newmarket cemetery. 

The fifth Kiwi, Sgt Harvey’s grave is in 

Lakenheath churchyard in Norfolk, the 

village home of the girl he had married just 

six weeks before he perished.  

Just visible across the Heath to those 

gathered at the memorial, a white hut, the 

only remaining remnant of Newmarket’s 

wartime airfield. “Who knows, those young 

men we are remembering today may have spent their final hours in that very building,” said 

Mr Nicholas. That lost crew were remembered under a cloudless blue sky; the silence only 

punctured poignantly by a light aircraft passing high overhead, the sound of its engines 

trailing off as a bugler sounded the familiar notes of The Last Post. 

 
Mike Nicolas, who provided the 

new plaque, looks on as Kevin 

King, chairman of the Friends of 

75(NZ) Squadron Association lays 

a wreath 

 
The last post is played 



Well Done Sirs! 

On the 70th anniversary of D-Day in June 2014, the French President announced that the 

distinction would be awarded to all British veterans who fought for the liberation of France 

during the Second World War (veterans must have taken part in military operations in 

France between 1944 and 1945). This recognition extends beyond the troops who actually 

landed on and fought their way up the beaches 70 years ago, and may include Royal Navy and 

Royal Air Force personnel who operated in support of the landings.  

Three thousand applications were received in the space of a few months. The Légion 

d’Honneur was established in 1802 by Napoléon Bonaparte. It is France’s highest distinction 

and is awarded in recognition of both military and civilian merit. On average, just 10 British 

nationals per year receive the Légion d’Honneur. Since June 2014, some 4,300 medals have 

been awarded. The French Ambassador to the United Kingdom has presided over numerous 

ceremonies. 

Among quite a number of Register members to 

receive a Legion d’Honneur this past year was 

veteran Norman Gregory, now 94 Norman was 

a Flt Sgt Bomb Aimer as part of an eight man 

crew flying with 101 Squadron from Ludford 

Magna. They were shot down 22nd May 1944. 

With the aircraft on fire, Norman jumped 

from about 23000ft and was one of three 

survivors who became POWs for a year.  

The other five perished and are buried near 

Dortmund. 

On receiving his award Norman said he felt 

7ft tall, but only stands 5ft 8 in his stocking feet!  

Another known recipient is Chick Chandler a Flight Engineer in Oliver Brooks’ crew with XV 

Squadron before transferring to 622 Squadron on Tom Hargreaves crew. 

Further recipients have been Ronald Rae a 149 

Squadron B/A in A M Coleman crew and Tom 

Maxwell DFC another former 622 rear gunner. 

Numerous Australian, Canadian and New 

Zealand as well as UK aircrews have also been 

able to claim this most prestigious of French 

decorations for valour. 

The French Ambassadors will continue awarding 

medals at a number of ceremonies already 

scheduled to take place in the months ahead. 

Because of the exceptionally large number of 

veterans involved, French consuls-general and 

honorary consuls around the world will also be 

available to award medals at ceremonies for any 

veterans who wish to have their medal formally presented to them. 

 
Norman Gregory displays his medal 

 
Captain Francois Jean presented the 

medal to Chick on behalf of the French 

Government 



Although many will know Tom Maxwell’s story, I think it is worth another airing considering 

his latest award. I recently learned that poor Tom is almost blind these days and one has to 

wonder if all those operations gazing out between those four Brownings into the ever present 

and threatening darkness has taken its toll. 

In 1944 Tom was a Sergeant Air Gunner on 622 Squadron 

based at RAF Mildenhall, Suffolk. He was aged 19. On the 

night of 16/03/44 he was rear gunner (Tail End Charlie) in 

Lancaster LL828 returning from a raid on Stuttgart. The 

aircraft was hit by flak over Paris. Tom baled out, not sure if 

the order to abandon ship had been given as a fire amidships 

destroyed the communications cables and the hydraulic 

hoses that controlled the movement of the rear turret. The 

aircraft carried on for another 20 kilometres expertly flown 

by the Australian pilot Sgt Peter Thompson RAAF. The 

remaining crew of 7 jumped just before the fuel ran out. 

Five were captured and two ‘evaded’.  

In the meantime Tom landed near a farm not far from Rouen, 

to the NW of Paris. During the descent he sustained a 

serious injury caused by a loose parachute harness. He was taken in by the farmer and his 

family, M. and Mme. Tancre de Maertens and their son, for 2 weeks.  

Contact was made with the resistance and Tom was taken by taxi to Paris where an RC priest 

and a department store photographer created false papers for him. Then he took a train to 

Bordeaux and then Pau where he was housed for 10 days by the family Hocquet. A series of 

taxis took him into the foothills of the Pyrenees where he joined a party of 12 escapers and 

evaders. Guides took them over the mountains into Spain.  

House arrest followed in Pamplona and Madrid, then by train to Gibraltar and a flight back to 

UK for another 24 missions. He was awarded an 

‘immediate DFC’ and commissioned. He ended the 

war in India.  

By virtue of his evasion he became a member of 

The Flying Boot Club (those who walked to 

freedom) and The Caterpillar Club (those who 

successfully parachuted out of a disabled aircraft). 

There were many incidents and outcomes to Tom’s 

evasion. This is just one example - in 1976 an 

academic at Rouen University was researching the 

crash sites of allied aircraft. He visited the farm where Tom had laid low for 2 weeks, now 

occupied by the farmer’s son. On the mantle piece was a framed photograph of Tom. 

Are you eligible for The Légion d’Honneur Medal? 

To apply applications should be sent to the British Ministry of Defence, which checks that 

applicants fulfil the relevant criteria. However, the Register realises that veterans might 

have difficult processing their applications and asks that any veteran who feels that they 

are entitled to this honour should contact the Chairman. John Gentleman, Tel 01638730761. 

The Register will endeavour to help with your application. 

 
Tom Maxwell proudly 

wearing his medal. 

 
Tom with his Frenchfriends 



Following in a relatives footsteps.  

This story began over two years ago for our Secretary with an enquiry from Sharon over the 

internet from Australia.  She was after information about a relative Fg Off Mills and it 

resulted in Sharon and her husband visiting Europe.  Sharon sent Geoff the diary of their 

time over here.  Luckily Geoff had put them in touch with the Methwold History Group 

(MHG) and, as you will read they provided Sharon with a wonderful ‘tourist’ service 

Sharon and husband Doug were able to firstly visit the CWGC cemetery in France where Fg 

Off Mills was buried and then, with Alan Fraser’s (149 Historian) help they discovered more 

about his service history. Finally, they came to England to retrace his footsteps with two 

English friends. Sharon’s diary of the visit follows: 

 

24th August -Bletchley Park and Brandon – in search of Fg Off Mills. 

Today we head off to commence our "tour of duty to respect the memory of Doug Mills. 

To prepare us and to give us a better understanding of the War in England, Pete suggested 

that we deviate a little and visit a place called - Bletchley Park - why? Because way back in 

1938 the British Government bought the property to house the most secret code breaking 

and intelligence service in preparation of the pending War against Germany.   

Early in the war Bletchley Park operation centred on the work of a small group of experts. 

The key stages of the process were - 

collection, code breaking, evaluation and 

dissemination. We could have spent hours 

and hours at the Park, it was the most 

fascinating place. All too soon it was time to 

leave and hit the motorways again and 

travel to Brandon which is in Suffolk. 

We travelled through rain and lots of 

traffic, and finally came across 

"Lakenheath Air Base. 

The Americans still use it as a very 

important base for their fighters. Here we 

are 70 years on and planes still grace the sky, only now in peace.  

Next stop, Brandon and we found our beautiful little country Hotel on the banks of the River 

Ouse.  The Pub is very very old and very very comfortable our rooms have obviously just 

undergone a serious make over and they are modern warm and comfortable. I rang Chris, the 

man who has agreed to meet us tomorrow to show us Methwold Church. He was so nice and 

pleased and said meet you at the church 10 o'clock. I believe his mate Phil will show us the 

old airfield that Doug would have flown out of. 

25th August - To Walk in Doug Mills Footsteps. 

Today we walk the path of 145367 Fg Off Douglas Henry Mills. 72 years after his fatal 

flight over France. We had arranged to meet Chris Stone and Phil Barnes both historians in a 

little village called Methwold about 5 miles from Brandon.  

We were up breakfasted and ready and soon on our way, down a wooded road to this tiny 

little village - where we were to meet 10am at the Church.   As we approached the Church 

 
Bletchley Park, the country house in Bucks 
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David Penistone & Mike Clark in conversation with John Theobald 

Inspecting the inside of a KC135 Tanker Aircraft  

A brief on the police dog section beside a KC 135 aircraft 

Visiting the Control Tower and observing aircraft movements 
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Friday night’s pre dinner drinks in Middleton Hall 

Meeting friends in the Galaxy Club at the Saturday dinner 

Post Church service - refreshments in St John’s Church Hall 



there was Chris ready to welcome us hand outstretched in friendship. Two minutes away 

came Phil also friendly and willing to take us on this amazing "Journey of Discovery".  

There is evidence that the church may have stood on this site since 1140 - a while before my 

time, and certainly it has stood here since the 14th century!  There are six of us who 

approach and enter the church and four of us overwhelmed by the evidence that this is the 

church and the area where the 149 squadron was based. It came as a real shock to me, I 

thought that Mildenhall or Lakenheath were the airfields.   So its thanks to Geoff and Alan 

from The Mildenhall Register who were my original contacts and, for personal reasons 

neither were able to meet us, they had recommended and referred us on to these fellows to 

"open the doors of time". Here in this hallowed place we learned that this was not only the 

home of the 149 Lancaster Bomber Squadron, but also where they are remembered in spirit 

and a memorial even today. Above, in front of the "ringing chamber" (where they bell ringers 

manually ring the bells); there is a beautiful glass plaque which is naturally illuminated from 

the sky through the windows at the back of the church.  The top of the etching reveals:  
 

"If I climb up into heaven thou art there. If I take the wings of the morning and the utter 
most parts of the sea even there shall thy hand lead me and thy right hand shall hold me."  
 

The lower etching reveals: 
 

"Remember Here Before God The Airmen And Airwomen Of All Nations Who Served At RAF 
Station Methwold 1939-45." 
The scene is of clouds, a Lancaster Bomber and below a map of the airfield. 

To say we were "spun out" "overwhelmed" "humbled" it was all of these things wrapped up 

into one. Chris and Phil imparted so much information to us that we were left "gobsmacked". 

This beautiful ancient church stands firmly in remembrance to these men and woman. The 

war actually touched the grounds of the church... and today because of the bombing all the 

ancient headstones have been recovered and all placed in a line forming almost a fence like 

structure.  

Next they pull back some velvet curtains on a structure about 3 x 4 metres square... to 

reveal a scale model of the Methwold Airfield and proceeded to tell us the intricacies of the 

field. The out buildings and where they would have hidden the aircraft from the Germans 

even if not successfully... the runways... absolutely fantastic.  

We could have stayed all day listening to these two knowledgeable men, who obviously have 

spent many many hours researching this information. but there was more.....  The next 

surprise was a walk through the old streets to their office where all the records are kept. 

We heard that there were four or five pubs in the Village during the War. The Globe, The 

Cock, The Bell, and a couple more but unfortunately all but one are closed and the remaining 

one is where the Officers drank. Today it serves only drinks and no food so lunch was not an 

option. 

We were taken upstairs to a bright little room where we all sat at a table and again 

"overwhelmed" by the detail and the documents preserved from War times. We saw original 

copies of the Pilots Manual and the ABC of the RAF booklet. Two booklets: The Role of 

Honour, No 149 Squadron, No.3 Group, Bomber Command, Royal Air Force 1939 - 1945 which 

listed the 855 airman who died. It listed their rank, name and the date they were killed. 

Doug was listed on page 14. 

The other book gave an individual account of each airman stating their name rank type of 



plane etc. Doug had flown in a Stirling EF187, was buried by the French Resistance at the 

Cussy-le-Forges Cemetery.   This is amazing that here we are sitting in an upstairs room in 

some tiny village in England, remembering the day we visited his grave in Cussy le Forges and 

all four of us have shared both days. 

Phil produced the Methwold Record Site Plan of the Airfield and proceeded to show Doug 

and Pete where all the various buildings and planes were housed. They were fascinated not 

only by his intimate knowledge of the layout of the airfield but being able to study the 

document in detail themselves.   Chris showed us a gun sight that would have been from the 

Bomber, and explained how they would sight their target. We learned what the two mottos 

stood for; 149 Squadron’s: Fortis Nocte - Strong by Night and the .RAF: Per Ardua Ad Astra 

- Through adversity to the stars. 

We even learned what they were served for Christmas Dinner... A typed menu was 

distributed to each of the airmen and they would sign each other’s menus as a remembrance 

to the day. 

By now it was lunch time and I offered the two guys to come to the local Pub and share lunch 

with us... to which Phil replied... the local Pub does not serve meals and there is nowhere 

really to eat so please come home to my place and have a cup of tea and lunch!    

Pardon, you don't know us from a bar of soap... and here we are being offered "true blue" 

hospitality, we were all blown away by the offer and accepted it graciously and gratefully.   

Chris had another commitment so we shook hands and thanked him profusely for his kindness 

and interest in our quest.... and we walked back to the Church to pick up the car and follow 

Phil who was walking to his place... it was just around the corner... Wow oh wow... his home 

was unbelievable it was so old and so large I actually thought it would be units - simply his 

home. 

We walked into a very friendly large kitchen and Jude and I immediately assisted Phil in 

preparing lunch. No matter where you are, we all do the same things.   We sat around the 

kitchen table sharing bread, meat, cheese and fresh fruit, with a cup of tea. It was 

extraordinary how comfortable we felt and how much conversation passed across the table. 

 Soon, it was time to all get into his car and he embarked on a circumnavigation of the 

perimeter of the airfield. The airfield of 

course is now all broken up into various farms. 

   

First stop was the only remaining piece of 

airstrip, then off through another village down 

a hedged road and then into another property 

who were growing potatoes to see another 

aspect. Next a sharp left-hand turn down a 

narrow pathway and a stop.... walk from here, 

and here we were walking along a narrow track 

in the beautiful English bush... or should I say 

wood!!! There were remnants of the perimeter 

of the airfield and on we marched... checking 

the map.  Doug and Phil disappeared into the 

bush under a wire fence of sorts... to find "the bunker"... Pete took another path and found 

his way through to the paddocks...oops fields on the other side of the wood. Phil still not 

 
Doug, with Jude and Pete, while Phil 

Barnes (MHG) standing, delivers yet 

more information. 

 



happy, searched around and found the bunker still there 70 odd years later. He pointed out 

where the different airstrips would have been and the buildings, showing us a hanger still in 

existence. Amazing and to look over the fields now we all could almost feel the yesteryear 

base and we were really quite solemn thinking of times gone by and what it must have been 

really like. 

On the way to our next point of interest I could see Flanders Poppies growing in the grass.... 

they are very delicate and look beautiful being a striking red amongst the green.  

Next stop was a "bunker" that you could still see the doorway opening and the hill probably 

of concrete but now covered by dirt and mulch. Amazing, it was the first time Doug and I 

had seen such a thing. Further on we saw a Nissan Hut and more old buildings tucked away 

far from view and if you didn't know they were there you would never find them. None of us 

could believe Phil's knowledge of the airfield and planes and his willingness to share it with 

us. 

After a tour around the airfield we arrived back at Methwold, only to be invited in for a cup 

of tea.... which we again kindly accepted. Our education continued and our questions 

continued to be asked and answered until when we looked at the clock it was a quarter to six. 

What an amazing, wonderful day we had all shared in honour of Doug Mills.... I believe we did 

his memory proud and just had the best day... a day that will live long in all our memories. 

Home and off to The Ram to drink his health and have tea.... Sleep came easy with a 

contented heart and soul tonight. 

26th August - Memorial to 149 Squadron - Mildenhall. 

Today we decided to continue the search for the path Doug may have walked. I thought he 

also flew out of Mildenhall. But, a left turn from Brandon took us first to Thetford... why is 

that famous? This was where "Dad's Army" was filmed many years ago and although we never 

really watched the series Pete and Jude knew all about it. We arrived, parked and who was 

sitting over the other side of the River Ouse, no one else but "Captain Mainwaring" himself... 

even if he was a brass statue. A photo shoot, and we were on 

our way.  

Doug now needed a cup of tea.... Pete found that there was an 

Art Exhibition on at the Town Hall and a tea or coffee 60p 

each (should have suspected something at that price) but off 

we went. 

We sort of stepped back in time as we ascended the 

staircase... upon arrival the tables had red and white check 

wipe-able table cloths and a lady who suited the setting... The 

boys went up and ordered, apparently confusing her to which 

she retorted: "Which do you want tea or coffee and oh take 

the sugar and sort that out yourselves"... you can imagine the 

four of us we were nearly under the table with laughter.  

Around the walls were lots of paintings and one jumped out at 

me. It was a tiny drawing in pastel of Flanders Poppies in 

grass, just like I saw in the paddocks on the edge of 

Methwold Airstrip.  I thought about it for 2 seconds and said to Doug, look at this and he 

 
Doug thanks Chris Stone  
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said: "Would you like it." "Yes". Bought and paid for it and some sweet talking from Doug - 

the Mrs Personality was our friend for life.  

Next stop Mildenhall, once again a very quaint village. We found a little cafe for lunch and 

went upstairs where we shared the room with two American ladies and a little toddler. By 

the end of lunch one lady offered to come with us to Mildenhall base to show us the way as 

they were both wives of American servicemen. As it turned out, it was later in the afternoon 

than they thought and they didn't have time... so gave us the directions. Again, complete 

strangers are prepared to assist us in our quest, without a clue of who we are.  

We arrived at The Mildenhall Base Visitors Centre and were told - sorry - cannot go any 

further. Doug told the guy why we were here and he said... sorry ... the only thing I can 

suggest is that you go into the town to the church as they keep records from the war.  

He told us no photography on the base!!! We asked about from outside the base and he said 

that under UK law they can't stop you but they will know that you are taking them!!!! 

So, outside the Visitors Centre I go over to the fence to take a photo... and this guy 

immediately approaches and says: "Madam, you cannot take photos..." Oooops nearly arrested. 

not really. What the problem was: I was outside the inside fence and inside the outside 

fence!  On the way out of the driveway I took a sneak photo from the car window just of the 

sign and didn't get caught!!! 

We drove into the village and looked around for the church to no avail... Doug said now that 

we were outside the fences he wanted to go over and video the airfield. I said, "You will get 

yourself arrested," but off he went. Pete turned into a side street to wait and what did we 

see a sign to St John's Church. Upon Doug's return we started up the road and came across 

the church. 

One should never be surprised, but we were.... out the back of the church was a Second 

World War Cemetery... with about 130 headstones and a monument. As I looked around what 

did I find but a plaque on the back wall of the church which said: 'In remembrance of all who 

served at the RAF Mildenhall and Associated Aerodromes in the cause of freedom 1939 - 

1945. "We honour the sacrifices that were made." Below there was a wreath on which was 

written: "The Mildenhall Register, 90, 149 and 622 Bomber Squadrons Association"....... how 

about that...here tucked away on a little side street we found a memorial to Doug's Squadron. 

We were all once again taken aback and delighted that we were successful in honouring his 

memory. 

From here we travelled a few miles to Lakenheath. It was Jude's brother John that 

originally gave me the idea that it was probably Lakenheath or Mildenhall where Doug would 

have been based. Today it is still a US Airbase and they are believed to house 65 F15 

fighters. So, let’s go and check it out... again the Visitors Centre said NO, but at least this 

time we were given a map of the place and told that there was a viewing area to watch the 

planes. We sat and pondered the enormous airfield and were about to leave when Jude said: 

"Hey Pete, there is something moving!!" She was right we were treated to eight aircraft 

taxiing out and taking off in two sets of four... the noise, the power, the spectacle I was in 

my element. We chatted to a young guy who was obviously an enthusiast as he had a two way 

radio linked into the pilot’s radio... probably highly illegal, but nonetheless fantastic... and he 

said: "They are going on a practise bombing raid over ...."Holkham"... and will be back here 

around 6pm. So off we went back to the Hotel had a cup a tea and a sit down and went back 

at six. Yes, saw all 8 land, actually 10, one guy was showing off and did two "circuits and 

bumps", that was something to see and hear. On one fly over one jet landed and the other 



just cut across above him... the noise, sight and sound made my heart miss a beat and I 

flinched at the power. You can just imagine me... I had the biggest smile on my face.  

Back at the Hotel, we decided that that exhibition of two squadrons on practice bombing 

raids was a fitting end to the memory of Flying Officer Douglas Mills. Sharon Markham 

Proof that Advertising, the Internet and Facebook do work! 

Our Secretary Geoff Reynolds writes: “As I’m sure many of you know we have a website 

(http://www.mildenhallregister.stirlingpilot.org.uk/) which is run and maintained by our 

Stirling aircraft and 149 Squadron historian Alan Fraser. With the help of Dee Boneham, 

Andrew MacDonald and me. We also have a Facebook presence 

(https://www.facebook.com/The-Mildenhall-Register-332950123402305/) and together 

with e-mails, these modern methods of communication have been instrumental in the receipt 

of numerous enquiries and recruiting many new members over the past several years.” 
 

An amazing enquiry of note that has come through this year began with an e-mail from 

Australia in which Andrew McKinlay wrote: - 
 

 “I am currently researching my grandfather Alfred (Mac) McPherson who was a rear gunner 
in XV Squadron, Flying in Stirlings and then Lancasters.  I was reading the January 2015 
Mildenhall Register newsletter and was very excited to find a reference to him and his crew 
on page 15 with a few paragraphs written by Ron Spencer”: 
Ron Spencer (XV Bomb-aimer from Canada) had written: 

“I flew in John 
Hebb’s crew, LS-
N of XV 
Squadron (with 
the ‘Goofy’ nose 
art painted by on 
by tail gunner 
Mac). I believe 
I’m the only 
surviving crew 
member left. I 
had kept in touch 
with our Pilot, 
John Coxon (Nav) 
and Maurice 
Turner (W/Op) 
for many years. 
Thankfully at 93, 
I seem to remain in the best of health and Linda and I do a bit of travelling on vacations. I 
have a brother living in Eastbourne (UK) who was a W/Op on Lancasters in the Middle East. 
Andrew continues: 

”As you can imagine I was very excited to see this, and knew exactly the Lancaster Mr 
Spencer was referring to as I have just scanned a photograph of this aircraft. “I would be 

 
From l to r: 1 ground crew; Maurice Turner W/Op; Ron (?) MUG; 

Alfred (Mac) McPherson rear gunner; Roland 'Ron' Spencer B/A; 

John Hebb pilot; another ground crew; John Coxon Nav.; Dennis 

(?) F/E; and then four ground crew. 

http://www.mildenhallregister.stirlingpilot.org.uk/
https://www.facebook.com/The-Mildenhall-Register-332950123402305/


very happy to share additional photos if you are interested, but would also very much like to 
contact Mr Spencer as well and am hoping that you might be able to forward this email to 
him if you are able to.” 
Well, this was too good to be true. Here was a young man in Australia who’d actually found 

our website and an article the newsletter, relating to his grandfather and one of our most 

active veterans all the way in Canada. How our world has shrunk with all this amazing 

electronic wizardry?  

Knowing Ron was an e-mail user I quickly fired off one to him and waited. It wasn’t long 

before I received a copy of Ron’s reply to Andrew - 

“It has been great to hear from you, and to know that you learned of my existence through 
the Mildenhall Register.  I have been a member of the Register since its first inception in 
early 1980's.   
I have often wondered what happened to Mac. At the conclusion of operations with XV Sqn. 
the crew of N for "Nuts" was disbanded and each member sent off in a different direction 
to undertake other duties with the RAF.  I managed to regain contact with some of the crew 
and exchange letters, and sometimes personal visits during the following peacetime.  
I heard rumours that Mac had joined the RAAF, and had attained the rank of Squadron 
Leader (a big promotion from Flt Sgt!).  After all these years at least some of the rumour is 
confirmed! (and for the first time I’ve learned what his first name is!)   
I enjoyed your copy of the photo of the crew in front of Goofy! I have been unable to find 
my copy.  Sorry I do not recall names of the ground crew. They did a magnificent job of 
maintaining Goofy and loading her up for the bombing sorties.  
The picture of Goofy was on our Lancaster N "Nuts". When I was first posted to Mildenhall 
in early 1943, I had poor experiences with two crews and eventually joined John Hebb's crew 
in which Mac was rear gunner. I remained with the crew until we completed our tour in mid-
1944. The Squadron was initially equipped with Stirlings, a rugged plane but could not get 
much above 12000 ft.  It was slow and vulnerable to anti-aircraft fire and fighter attacks.  
On two occasions we returned to base with cannon fire holes, and once a cannon shell in a 
fuel tank.   
Later in 1943 the Squadron was re-equipped with hand-me-down Lancasters from another 
squadron and in early 1944 they were replaced with a later version. I think that was when 
this photo was taken.   
We were thankful we were among the fortunate ones to finish a tour unscathed.   
We had a miraculous escape once when an engine quit on the way home from 
Friedrichshafen.  Next morning the ground crew said they found an unexploded incendiary in 
the outer port engine - apparently dropped from an aircraft flying above.   
Returning home from another sortie Mac became alarmed because there had been a long 
period of silence over the intercom.  He concluded that the rest of the crew had baled out 
and was about to follow suit when he heard someone speak.  Mac felt all alone way back in the 
rear turret - cold too.  He was the only crew member outfitted with an electrically heated 
suit.   

One of the only two still flying Lancasters is kept at Hamilton, Ontario Air Museum, about 30 
miles from here (Niagara Falls). We have visited it and have toured the interior.  Recently we 
visited the Lancaster at Duxford Imperial War Museum in England but were not allowed in 
the aircraft because the dials on the instrument panel still had the radio-active luminous 



paint put on by women factory workers. Seems they often licked the brushes to make the 
paint easier to apply, which caused cancer.  
The Hamilton plane was flown to 
England last summer (2014) to join 
forces with its UK version at several 
air shows.  It often flies over Niagara 
with paying passengers to view the 
Falls, passing directly over our 
house. The great roaring engine noise 
is unmistakable!   
There appears to have been a sad 
ending to Goofy.  I was told some time 
ago that the day after our crew had 
gone from Mildenhall; he crashed on a 
take-off.  Heart-broken maybe?   
Keep in touch, and from time to time I 
may find more items of interest to send you.” 
The original ‘N’ Nuts when she arrived at Mildenhall, had certainly been ‘through the mill’ a 

bit. From a very early batch of, what eventually totalled 1,080 Lancasters, from 

manufacturers Metropolitan Vickers in Manchester. R5896 was a B1 model and first saw 

service with 49 Squadron at Scampton where she took part in that squadron’s first ever 

Lancaster operation. After completing 15 operations, the aircraft was transferred to 

Woodhall Spa to operate with 97 Squadron. She completed a further 13 operations before 

being transferred once again to 1660 CU at Swinderby. Here trainee crews would have used 

her for final conversion onto Lancaster bombers. 

I cannot find how long that ‘posting’ lasted before she came to XV Squadron and was coded 

LS-N. John Hebb and crew, including Ron and Mac inherited a well-used machine! Original ‘N’ 

Nuts served them well. Their last operation in her seems to be an aborted trip to Stuttgart 

on 1st March 1944 when a turret went u/s. The ravages of war eventually led to her being 

struck off charge in April 1944. By then the ‘new’ ‘N’ Nuts LL858, another B1 model from 

Armstrong Whitworth had come along and the crew completed their tour in her, only for the 

following crew to take charge of her to crash on take-off the following day.  

Well, they have kept in touch and I’ve been 

copied into some of their e-mails which have 

revealed more of Andrew’s grandfathers’ 

story, confirming Ron’s suspicions about his 

future career. 

Andrew wrote: - 

“Following Mac’s time with XV Squadron he 
moved into the Central Air Gunnery School 
as an Instructor and it was during this time 
that the seeds were sown for his move to 
Australia. (I’d always assumed until then 

that he was already an Australian) 

In 1948 he became one of the temporary 
aircrew for the Thor II (a Lincoln Bomber 

 
Ron sat at the controls of the Canadian Lancaster.  

 

 
Mac with the temporary crew  

of Thor ll on tour 



based at Manby) that was sent on an Air Command Far East Liaison Tour of Australia and 
New Zealand (via Sri Lanka and Singapore).” 
 “I remember him telling me how he noticed how little impact the war had on general living 
conditions in Australia compared to the UK, and it was this that gave him the idea about 
moving to Australia for a better quality of life. 
It would be a few years after this trip that he would leave the RAF as a Flight Lieutenant 
and then emigrate to Australia in 1952 with his wife Noreen and children (Susan and Brian). 
Mac then enlisted with RAAF as an Airman and started out doing photographic duties (I’m 
not sure how or why) and then moved into the Materiel / Supply side of the RAAF spending 
time at several RAAF bases including Edinburgh (South Australia), Wagga Wagga and Dubbo 
(New South Wales). He also spent some time in Vietnam during the war there trying to iron 
out supply line problems for the RAAF. 
He retired from the RAAF as a Squadron Leader in 1974. I lived with Mac and Noreen for a 
few years in the 1980s as a teenager and later lived nearby, keeping in close contact until his 
death in 1994. He didn’t talk an awful lot about the war but occasionally told me about some 
of the more memorable experiences including a bombing mission to Turin and how the 
aircraft came under fire flying over Switzerland. I remember him saying how beautiful the 
Swiss Alps looked in the moonlight. Another was a drawn out encounter with a Ju88.  I was 
surprised when I saw barely a sentence or two describing it in the logbook. I suspect that is 
often the case with a lot of logbooks; that these memories that would go on to last a lifetime 
were distilled into these very formal and succinct reports that don’t really give much insight 
into how things actually happened.  

The final chapter in this story was when Andrew’s mother, Mac’s daughter Sue contacted me 

with yet more information. Sue says: - 

“Dad was very reluctant to talk about his experiences.  I do know Dad was studying 
architecture before joining the RAF which explains why he was very good at drawing, so it 
was nice to hear about and see a photo of Goofy.  
I have few memories of Dad when I was little but I do remember him telling my brother and 
I that when he was in a plane flying over our house he would lean out of the window and wave 
at us with his sock, we believed him and waved back.   
I also remember him talking about cookies and tin-foil and I am pretty certain he had a pair 
of pink knickers which had been signed by members of a crew but not sure which crew.” 
(Anyone out there know about this?) 
 

I think this is a great advert for the ways in which The Mildenhall Register is putting itself 

out there in the modern world. We have brought together two families from opposite sides 

of the world through a common interest. Those people are not only miles, but generations 

apart, one sharing the adventures and dangers of yesteryear, whilst the other, younger man 

can only research in awe the life and times these two veterans shared so long ago. 

It’s been a great journey to share with them.  

Note: 

(More pictures of the crews Stirling and Lancaster aircraft coded LS-N can be found on this 

website: - https://www.flickr.com/photos/35746975@N06/27324621604/in/album-

72157669303609840/ along with Andrew’s grand-fathers pictures. With thanks to Andrew) 

           Geoff Reynolds 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/35746975@N06/27324621604/in/album-72157669303609840/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/35746975@N06/27324621604/in/album-72157669303609840/


Help from and for America 
 

We have various enquiries come in from American families whose parents have served in the 

8th Air Force, stationed at Mildenhall or Lakenheath, along with enquiries about former 

USAFE personnel stationed over here. We’ve even had enquiries about offspring of former 

8th Airforce personnel who sadly never knew their father. 

Thankfully, we currently have Dr Robert (Bob) Mackey serving ‘over here’ as the 100th ARW 

(Air Refuelling Wing) historian. He has been most helpful to a number of our enquirers and 

I’m very grateful for his assistance. 

From these enquiries I have managed to add one new member from the States this year. 

Bob can often assist with enquiries about the base going back to the wartime. 

In October John received this enquiry: - 

“My name is Ian Prescott and my second cousin Robin Mabbott is in the CWGC cemetery at 
St John's, Beck Row. 
Yesterday I visited for the first time to pay my respects and was delighted that Rev. 
Rosemary Rycroft met me and explained about the Memorial Services that are held annually 
and your work in gathering historical records on RAF Mildenhall. 
My Aunt (Robins Cousin) remembers meeting him in his RAFVR uniform early in the war just 
before she and my late father were evacuated to Vancouver Island for the duration. 
I have two intentions here, one is to hopefully attend one of the Memorial Services held at 
St John's - perhaps even next May - accompanied by my wife (who is also a retired RAF Sqn 
Ldr). 
The other is to find out what happened on the day that Robin was killed as no member of the 
family alive today really knows.   
Robins details are: - 
 Robin Mabbott 1173610 Aircraftsman 2nd Class killed 05.02.1941” 
 
Bob was able to provide the following information: - 

1)  A chronology (no date or source) notes that on 30 January 1941, "two Dornier aircraft of 

the Luftwaffe attacked RAF Mildenhall and considerable damage was done." 

2)  From one older booklet (Colin M. Dring, "A History of RAF Mildenhall," 1980, Mildenhall 

Museum Publications), I did find this: 

"A Dornier [Do 215] returned on 2nd February [1941], dropping ten bombs in a shallow dive, 

but no serious damage was done. The Newmarket satellite [airfield] was again attacked on 

3rd February by a Dornier Do 17 flying at 2500 feet; ten bombs were dropped and two 

aircraft were damaged in addition to several buildings. An intruder was engaged by 

Mildenhall's anti-aircraft guns on 18th February; no bombs were dropped and the gunners 

claimed a direct hit. Enemy action later that day caused a breakdown in communications 

between RAF Mildenhall and No. 3 Group and the Newmarket satellite.   

The 24th February saw a further bombing raid and then on the 27th February three 

separate attacks were made by a single Dornier Do 215; no bombs were dropped on the first 

two approaches but eleven were dropped on the third, causing only crater damage." (Page 24) 

However, the same booklet notes that there was a raid on Mildenhall on 27 November 1940 

by the Germans. They dropped 33 bombs, "causing the loss of two lives; the Newmarket 

satellite was also attacked that day."   



It is quite possible that Mr. Prescott's ancestor was badly wounded in that raid and died in 

early February.  This is not uncommon in military reports; the MOD, like the US DOD, 

records the date of death and not the date of wounding. 

Ian is doing further research at Kew in an effort to finally find out what happened to Robin. 
 

Mildenhall Register Ceremonial Dagger 
 

In August this year our XV Squadron Historian, Martyn Ford Jones and our Secretary 

received the following e-mail: - 

“I am currently the Senior Engineering Officer on XV Squadron up here at sunny 
Lossiemouth. We are privileged enough to have the Chief of the Air Staff flying with us here 
for the next week. During his time here we are hoping that he might present the Mildenhall 
Register Dagger that we award annually to the top airman on the Squadron. I am trying to 
ascertain something of the history of this award for the Chief’s presentation. I think it was 
first presented on the occasion of the Sqn’s 75th anniversary and it has been awarded 
annually since, although it had fallen into abeyance for some time.  
I have done what digging I can online and through the Squadron’s history but can find no 
reference to who presented it to the Sqn? Do either of you have any recollection of this 
award?” Matt Smith. 
 

Martyn, as ever, was on the ball with this reply: 
 

“If memory serves me correctly, this Dagger was purchased by Mrs Betty George, wife of 
Wing Commander Hugh George, DFC, who was a Blenheim pilot with XV during 1939/40. 
The Dagger was presented to Wing Commander John Broadbent, by Group Captain Ken 
Batchelor, OBE, on behalf of Mrs George, in the crew room, at the end of a Families Day, at 
RAF Laarbruch, West Germany, (possibly) on 
Friday, 18th May 1990. Group Captain 
Batchelor was the Station Commander at RAF 
Mildenhall over the last year or so of WWII, 
he was also the president of the Mildenhall 
Register. 
A group of us from the Mildenhall Register 
travelled out to Laarbruch to attend the 
official ceremony and celebrations, over the 
weekend of 17th - 20th May 1990. Great days 
and fond memories. 
The Dagger, to which I refer, from a 
photograph I took at the presentation, shows the dagger to have a black handle, a gold 
cross-guard and a stainless steel blade. When presented, the Dagger was resplendent in a 
red leather box, with matching velvet (?) lining. The photograph opposite shows the 
presentation for 2016. Cpl Shelley Morris receives the Mildenhall Register Dagger from Air 
Chief Marshall Sir Stephen Hillier for her work on the Squadron in the Documents Cell as 
well as her unstinting charity fundraising efforts in the Centenary Year.” 

 

 



Evade, Capture and Return. 

Malcolm Gill contacted the Register about his father’s exploits and how he’d returned to 

England when shot down. Malcolm said that his father, Gordon Douglas Gill, a W/Op on XV 

Squadron, was on an operation to Stuttgart on 15th March 1944 when a night fighter 

attacked them from behind. The full crew were: - Pilot: Flt Lt Walter Blott; Flight Engineer 

Sgt G. Mattock; Navigator: Plt Off Cedric Nabarro; Bomb Aimer: W/O John Millard; Mid-

upper Gunner: Sgt William Forster; Rear Gunner: Sgt Denis Murphy and Gordon Gill as W/Op. 

The report on the raid in The Bomber Command War Diaries by M Middlebrook and C Everitt 

says that: - ‘863 aircraft (617 Lancasters) were on the raid. The German night fighter force 

was split in to two groups. The bomber force flew over France, nearly as far as the Swiss 

border before turning north-east towards Stuttgart, which is when the fighters caught up 

and struck. 37 aircraft were lost, two Lancasters force landing in Switzerland’. 

Which is where we re-join Malcolm’s story again; the Lancaster W4355, LS-A, having been 

attacked, appears to have strayed into Switzerland as this (translated and ‘cleaned up’) 

report from an internet site called “The RAF over Switzerland” indicates: - 

‘On the evening of the 15th of March, the engines of a large four-engine bomber were heard 

over the area around Laupen, canton of Berne. Flt Lt Blott's Lancaster had been badly 

damaged on her route to Italy (we know it was Stuttgart) by a Me 109 (more possibly 110) 

night fighter in the Atcheson area and was searching for a suitable landfill, circled over the 

area. Since no safe place land was found, the crew members all jumped from the damaged 

machine. The bomber crashed a short time later in a number of fruit trees, some 50 meters 

from a farmhouse. 

Toward midnight, one of the crew members knocked at the door of a farmhouse at Kallnach 

and ascertained that he was in Switzerland. After that, he identifies himself as the flight 

captain of the crashed bomber. He inquired about his comrades. A short time later, three 

other crew members were found in the immediate vicinity of Kallnach. Two of them were 

injured. One had broken one leg; the other had a shot wound. Another was picked up at Ridau.’ 

Malcolm then takes up the story again: - 

Pilot Blott had been shot in the elbow and set the auto-pilot to make the aircraft circle while 

the crew escaped by parachute. Malcolm’s father was fifth out of the stricken plane and was 

unhurt when found by the Swiss. He was interrogated and then found cloths and was taken to 

buy shoes. Apparently he went to a wedding the next day! He was then taken to the 

Gurtenkulm Hotel in Bern. From here he was sent to Adelboden on 11th April and then there 

was a delay until the 12th May, when some very rapid movements saw him go to Paris by night 

train, then over the next two days, two further train journeys to Spain and eventually 

arriving in Madrid. 

A short delay was experienced here, before another move to Gibraltar on 21st May and he 

arrived back in Bristol 4 days later, being repatriated on 26th May 1944. 

I’m no expert on Escape and Evasion, but some of this seemed rather quick. The answer was 

to be found in that Swiss internet site. 

Of the seven man crew, five; Mattock, Nabarro, Millard, Forster and Murphy were interned 

in Switzerland, although apparently Millard escaped on 22nd December 1944, nothing more is 

known of this. However, pilot Blott and Malcolm’s father were repatriated as part of a POW 

exchange scheme, which I think explains their rapid movements and return to the UK. 



Following further interrogations in the UK Gordon went on to train Air Gunners at RAF 

Leicester East, which has since become Leicester Flying Club and Leicester airport. 

622 Squadron Visit To Normandy 

OPERATION NOCTAM BULE’ 

At 04.30 hours, on the still dark, damp, morning of Monday, 5th September, two RAF mini-

buses carrying a total of fifteen passengers drove out though the main gate of RAF Brize 

Norton, Oxfordshire and headed down to Portsmouth, where they caught a ferry to Caen.  

Their mission was to identify and investigate the policies of the D-Day landings and the 

Normandy campaign, and compare the findings with current operations undertaken by RAF 

Brize Norton today.  

At each site visited, one member of the team was to discuss with the rest of the group the 

relevance of each location, the focus being to explore, translate and project the 

circumstances of each action. The opportunity was also taken to visit the cemeteries where 

former members of 622 Squadron, Royal Air Force were laid to rest, having fallen during the 

RAF bombing campaign prior to and during the Normandy invasion.  

The five day trip commenced on arrival in France with a visit to Sword Beach where the 

success of the Transportation Plan and whether it justified the number of French civilians 

killed was explored. 

Day two commenced at the Montgomery 

Statue, at Colleville-Mongomery where 

the General’s role as Commander of the 

21st Army Group was discussed. The 

second stop that morning was the 

Memorial Pegasus at Benouville, where 

the group was warmly welcomed by the 

curator of the museum. Under his 

guidance, the squadron members 

received an in-depth account of the 

events which took place during the early 

hours of the morning of 6th June 1944. This was followed by a discussion on the objectives 

of the British 6th Airborne Division on D-Day, and the issue as to why gliders were used for 

the attack rather than paratroopers. 

A short drive away was the Merville Battery Museum, another part of the Atlantic wall 

defences, where the remains of a number of concrete gun emplacements, ammunition stores 

and shelters were viewed. 

The third and final visit of the day was to Arromaches-Les-Bains and encompassed the 

logistical problems facing the Allied forces, together with how the Mulberry Harbour was 

deployed. The journey back from Arromaches was made along the coast road, taking in Gold 

and Juno beaches  

Day three commenced with an early morning visit to Omaha Beach at Vierville-sur-Mer, 

where the issues of why the planning went wrong with regard to the landings at this location, 

and what close air support was available to the invading forces. 

 
622 Sqn personnel on the Normandy beaches 



A poignant reminder of the outcome of war came at the American Cemetery at St Laurent, 

situated on the high ground overlooking Omaha Beach, where row upon row of white crosses 

told their own story. 

Moving four miles further west along the beach, the group made its way up onto Pointe du 

Hoc where the United States Army Ranger Assault Group had to scale the 100 foot high 

cliff face, situated between Omaha beach and Utah beach, to gain access to the German gun 

batteries. The latter, built in 1943, also formed part of the Atlantic Wall defences. 

Utilising the shade cast by an empty concrete casemate, the significance of the 

fortifications at Pointe du Hoc was discussed and the question of why the attack on this site 

needed to be undertaken by both air and seaborne forces was raised. The group then made 

its way to Utah Beach where elements of the 1st U.S. Army, under the command of Lt-Gen 

O. N. Bradley, landed on D-Day.  

   During the return journey to Caen, a stop was made at the Germany Military Cemetery at la 

Cambe, inland south of Omaha Beach, where 21,000 German soldiers are buried, including the 

legendary Panzer Leader Michael Wittmann who was killed by British forces on 8th August 

1944. 

The final discussion of the day related to the events of Operation Charnwood (the bombing 

of Caen) and the damage incurred during the attack.  Given that the day was waning fast, it 

was agreed that the dialogue would take place at a convenient pavement café/bar situated 

fairly close to the hotel in Caen.   

The morning of day four was probably 

the most emotionally charged discussion 

of the whole trip. It concerned the 

massacres that took place at both 

Ardenne Abbey and Audrieu and the 

ethics of the German SS forces. 

Following a short service of 

remembrance, a wreath was laid on the 

memorial constructed in the Abbey 

garden.  

Following a short oration at Airfield B3, at Ste Croix-sur-Mer, where it was discussed how 

airfield issues had impacted on air and land planning, a veteran who had actually served on 

that very same airfield following the D-Day landings, arrived. At the age of 94, the veteran, 

Alan McQuillin, immediately related a number of his experiences to his unexpected, but 

appreciative audience   

Later than anticipated, the group made its way to the Memorial de Montormel, Coudehard, 

overlooking the Falaise Gap where the measures taken in closing the ‘Gap’ were explained, 

culminating in the destruction of the German 5th Panzer and 7th Armies. 

Day five was one of remembrance, when the group visited several cemeteries to pay their 

respects to a total of seventeen fallen former members of 622 Sqn. Flt Lt Richard Godfrey 

and his six crew members were remembered at Viroflay New Communal Cemetery, whilst Sgt 

Douglas Bernhardt and FS Samuel Norris were remembered at Poigny-la-Foret Cemetery. 

Sgt Anthony Connor, who flew with Sgt Bernhardt and FS Norris and is buried in Villeneuvre 

Old St George Cemetery, south-east of Paris, was also remembered. The final visit was to 

 
A chance meeting with a vet -Alan McQuillin  



the churchyard cemetery at Tacoignieres where Plt Off John Hall and his six crew members 

are buried. Whilst at Viroflay Cemetery the repatriation process of fallen comrades in 

current conflicts was discussed. At each of the three cemeteries visited, the names of those 

lost and interred therein, along with known personal details were read out, thus giving an 

insight as to who these men were and how and why they paid the supreme sacrifice.   

This trip, known in modern RAF terminology as a Staff Ride, proved to be educational, 

inspirational, informative, motivational and gratifying to all those who participated. 

          Martyn Ford Jones 
 

A Unique Situation 
 

Currently serving with 622 Squadron Royal Auxiliary Air Force is Flt Lt John Myhill. 

He is now into his fifth year of service with 

the squadron and came along to our reunion 

last May with his wife Helen. Prior to this, he 

had 29 yrs service from 1983-2012 with the 

RAF in various roles. Here are some notes 

about John and his family 

 

John spent a very brief time as Bomber Crew 

on Tornado GR1s, then lost a fight with a car 

and lost ejection seat flying category. He has 

flown as Navigator on C-130K Hercules, 

serving on 24, LXX and 47 Sqns serving in 

several conflicts including Gulf War 1 and 2, 

Afghanistan, the former Yugoslavia, Kosovo, 

Sierra Leone and the Congo. He has also taken 

part in humanitarian operations in Somalia and Kurdish Northern Iraq.  

He is the only serving Sqn member to have had a relative serving on the Sqn when it was set 

up.  His great- uncle, FS Kenneth Nicholson, was an air gunner and flew all his operational 

sorties on the crew of Fg Off Bill Richards, RAAF. Ken joined 622 Sqn in Aug 1944 and was 

wounded in action on 27 Nov 44 on his 29th operational sortie, so his crew went on to 

complete the tour without him.  

He was wounded in the leg by shrapnel which passed through the gun ports in the rear 

turret, unusually leaving all the glass intact. He was credited with shooting down 2 Me109s. 

Sadly Ken passed away in 1998 but his wife Olive, now 93, lives in Leeds. 

John’s wife Helen has served in the RAF Medical Branch (Sqn Ldr Helen Miles- Ret'd) 2001-

07. 

She completed three tours of duty in Iraq, serving at Basra Air Station and also on the 

Medical Emergency Response Teams, moving wounded personnel from the battlefield to the 

field hospital by helicopter and providing in-flight medical support. 

She also served as Deputy SMO at RAF Lyneham and as SMO RAF Halton. and now works as 

a civilian GP for the Army. 

 
 
 

 
John Myhill, on the right, in conversation 

with our Secretary, Geoff Reynolds,  

at the 2016 reunion 



The Elsan and Me. By Don Crossly. 
 

The following was sent in by our 149 and Stirling historian Alan Fraser. We think it is very 
funny and hope it doesn’t offend! 
 

I wonder how many people have pondered over the clothing we wore, and how we “managed” 

certain problems? Like answering the call of nature…… 

If your position in the Lancaster was up front, it was 

quite a struggle getting back through the fuselage and 

over all the barriers to get down to the Elsan - more like 

an assault course. 

But that’s the easy bit. And it’s best to take a torch. 

There are switchable lights in the Lancaster, but they 

are hard to find and if an enemy fighter saw it, he’d be 

really grateful for the assistance. By necessity, it was 

very dark. Of course we are still on the easy bit. 

Having arrived at the Elsan, the hard work really began. 

First then you had to get past the thick parachute 

harness, two straps of which came up from behind and 

under the crutch, and another pair coming up from the 

front - all four very heavy duty webbing and meeting in 

front of the navel They had to be heavy duty as if you 

were unlucky enough to have to bale out, they took the weight of your descending parachute 

shroud, which in turn, carried the parachute itself. All four harness straps then were 

terminated in a quick release button and as a safe guard, the large button required a quarter 

turn to allow it to release when it was hit with the hand. So just to summarize - this 

parachute harness is very, very strong and thick, built more for fastening to a Shire horse, 

and we were warned, if you leave some slack in them, then when the chute opens, it stops 

falling rapidly, but the body doesn’t, the result is that you are almost castrated with the 

jerk. 

And let’s be honest, it’s no good - when 

you gotta go, you gotta go! So the next 

obstacle is your ‘Y’ fronts - Coopers ; I 

always thought they were more ‘X’ than 

‘Y’, as the first direction from the prone 

position was 45 degrees upward - awkward 

to get started with flying gloves on! And 

remember Percy is coming out in reverse! 

The next garment is your normal issue 

trousers which with two buttons to open 

(north and south), brings you back to the same position that you first negotiated, but this 

time Percy has progressed about a half inch (sorry we don’t do metric here.) 

Following the trousers is your vest, slightly elevated to allow passage by Percy and here I 

must point out that things are getting somewhat stretched, so to speak. So keeping a firm 

grip (not too firm, remember you are probably at 20000 feet, and that has a negative effect 

on the likes of Percy) - he looks up as if to say “How much longer!?” (This question is 

 
A dry run demo of using an elsan in the Lanc! 

 
Interior of a Lanc showing 

the position of the elsan 



referring to the elapsed time, not the length of the appendage you understand.) Now you are 

getting anxious and the urgency for relief is getting more pressing - near to total loss of 

control. It’s pitch black - where is that blessed Elsan and more to the point, why does the 

damn flying suit have a ten inch zip fastener? (from top to bottom of the ball room so to 

speak) Question - how does Percy get over this - the zip is of tight material, and is really 

cold!? 

Ah - the final obstacle - the Mae West! This also has four traps, two from the back and two 

from the front, all tied together in a bunch at the front. 

Percy has finally triumphed, until….. disaster! The Lanc gave a slight lurch, loosening the 

freed Percy who immediately darts back through the mound of garments! All that battle and 

not a drop! And would you believe it - I dropped my torch in the Elsan……..Bugger…….! 

That’s it then. Next time, (if there is a next time}, I’ll do same as Aggie and bring a milk 

bottle. 
 

G-H map, finding the Holy Grail 
 

In September, member John Morecroft posted on Facebook what he believed was a G-H 

map. John’s father was a bomb aimer with XC Squadron at Tuddenham and had been trained 

on G-H (including G-H photography) during February 1945 at Feltwell. Apparently their 

Lancaster was 

identified by 

black rings 

around the 

fuselage. 

The image was 

sent to a 

number of 

people and 

eventually a 

reply came 

from former 

149 radar 

mechanic John 

Johnston in 

America. John 

was trained at 

Feltwell too. He 

writes: - 

“It’s a 
combination 
H2S/Gee map. As to a G-H map I’ve been looking for one for decades without success. The 
map shown is probably only about ¾ of the original, and it could be 24 to 30 inches wide, or 
more!    
Every bomber in Bomber Command and where needed in Coastal Command and even Fighter 
Command carried a Gee set but it was nowhere near as common in the 8th AF. It was typically 
carried by a Pathfinder leader, who was also fitted with H2S, later replaced by the US made 

 



H2X, (Mickey) and maybe even their Loran. (As well as Gee I was also trained on the US 
Loran for the Far East.)   
Gee was common through Bomber Command from 1942 onward and well after the war, and 
every airborne radar mechanic was trained on Gee.  G-H only went into full use for the last 
two or three months of ’44 till the end of the war. It was carried only by aircraft of 3 Group 
plus a few Pathfinder aircraft of the 8th AF, and only then by around a third to a half of the 
Lancaster aircraft in a squadron. Only a few of the radar mechanics of each squadron were 
trained G-H mechs. (150 to 200?)  I happen to be one of them, trained at the G-H school at 
Feltwell where there was also a flight of five Lancs to train aircrews. 

Of course I was very familiar with the G-H map but while the other navigation maps including 
Gee were often kept by the navigators, (sometimes they’d even leave them behind on the 
navigator’s table,) G-H was considered very secret and I can well see them having to hand 
the maps back on return from an operation, and eventually destroyed post-war as ‘most 
secret’ which would account for their rarity.  
One of the very sad events following WWII was that the ‘clean-up’ job was given to 
administrators, not historians, so there was no attempt to preserve for history. So there 
was no attempt to save a Hampden, Wellington, Whitley, Stirling, or Halifax and on and on 
and they were all scrapped. There is no ‘Form 700’, the maintenance log book every aircraft 
had, preserved. They were all destroyed, and I can see the logic that they were taking up too 
much storage space. The G-H maps would have gone the same way”. 
So sorry it was not what you thought John M. If anyone knows of a genuine G-H map, John J, 

amongst others, would be willing to pay good money to get their hands on one.  
 

XV Squadron Disbandment Whiskey 
 

Corporal Jim Blud is hoping to get Glenfarclas Distillery to produce specially labelled bottles 

of whiskey to mark the disbandment of XV Squadron. He hase been advised by the distillery 

that he will need to order a minimum of 300 bottles for this project to go ahead. It is 

anticipated that the price will be £40 per bottle, with payment by cheque required with your 

order. The deadline for orders (with payment) is 31 Jan 17, (so be quick!) to enable the 

order to be placed with the distillery and ensure the bottles will be available for the 

disbandment. 

To place an order (and to discuss possible delivery arrangements) please contact: 

Cpl J Blud 

XV(R) Squadron 

RAF LOSSIEMOUTH 

Moray IV31 6SD 

Email: jim.blud506@mod.uk     Tel: 01343 812121 Ext 7853  
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The following poem comes from John Johnston 

This was written when Radar 'Mechs' were in the very forefront of the Radar 'war' which 

had just ended (VE Day). John went from 149 Sqn to 617 Sqn and on to Tiger Force, which 

was heading for Japan. 

‘You’ve Got to be good to be Radar’ (a radar mechanic’s lament) 

Anonymous. From the 3 Group Radar News. VE Edition. 

Technical knowledge was not then our goal 

And ‘Condensers’ we thought, were on ‘LIBBY’S’ payroll 

And that a short to earth was a kite out of control, 

Yes, I once was content to be radar. 
 

Our secrets we kept. With ‘dets’[1] we would pack 

Each piece of equipment we set on the rack, 

If neglected at run-up it’d be blown coming back 

Yes, it used to be fun to be radar. 
 

Then a Secret Society, the veiled T.R.E.[2] 

Thought up a ‘Chamber or Horrors’ for you and for me 

We were the victims of their ‘insanitee’ 

It’s now not so good, to be radar. 
 

They thought of a maze of valves, cables and sockets 

That’s far more advanced than those ‘P’ planes and rockets. 

They hissed “That’ll take their hands from their pockets!” 

It’s a martyr’s life now, to be radar. 
 

But far from content with this state of affairs 

They designed bigger ‘Jennies’[3] to pull round in pairs 

And all radar mechanics now grew real horse hairs 

And there’s hay in your feed, if you’re radar. 
 

Then just as morale was beginning to crack 

No more room in the kites for our radar to stack 

Half the stuff we had fitted, we had to bring back[4] 

And once more it felt good to be radar. 
 

Then they called us to 3 Group to imbibe and to feast 

Entertained us and fussed us, but that’s quite the least 

For they said we were ‘Certs’ for campaign pay out East 

Is it really so good to be radar? 

 
Gossary: 

1. Detonators were installed in radar equipment to prevent it falling intact into the hands of the enemy 

2.  Telecommunications Research Establishment who developed new and more complex radar equipment 

3.  Petrol engine motor generators on two wheel carts to supply power for daily inspections 

4.  Compromised by German jamming and counter-radar equipment 



This year’s Reunion - 12-14 May 2017 

This year’s reunion promises to be up to the high standards of previous years. The date has 

been brought forward one week at the request of the Commander 100th Air Refueling Wing, 

(ARW) RAF Mildenhall, in order that our reunion may coincide with the 25th Anniversary of 

the ARW being at Mildenhall and a visit to the UK by members of the 100th Bomber Group, 

the Bloody Hundredth.  The programme will broadly follow that of previous years but at 

certain events we will be joined by our American friends. 

The Friday will see us assembling at 1300 hrs at the Bird in Hand for a tour of the base, 

taking in the historical buildings, static displays, aircraft and a visit to the Base Chapel to 

observe the fine stain glass memorial windows.  Pre-dinner cocktails will be taken in 

Middleton Hall at 1730 hrs, prior to partaking a buffet supper at 1815hrs.  The AGM will be 

held at 2000 hrs followed by a short talk on an aspect of RAF Mildenhall that is still to be 

decided. 

Saturday at 0915 hrs sees the coach departing the Bird in Hand for our visit to the RAF Air 

Defence Radar Museum at Neatishead which is about 60 miles from Mildenhall, an hour and a 

half’s coach ride.  Let us know if you require a wheel chair. There is a lot to see and do at the 

Air Defence Radar Museum. There are several radars in the grounds and 20 rooms to visit. 

These include: the Jaguar Cockpit area with a hands on display and the opportunity to sit in 

the cockpit. There is also a Jaguar Photo 

Reconnaissance display. This display includes 

camera pods plus stereoscopic photographs, 

including some of Norwich. In the Coltishall 

Memorial Rooms is a pictorial montage of the 

history of the former RAF Coltishall.  There are 

also artefacts and memorabilia here including 

Douglas Bader's "Bunny" mascot and model 

aircraft.  Whilst the Gulf War room features a 

Jaguar aircraft nose and ejection seat, in fact 

there is plenty of interesting displays to see plus 

a cafe and a picnic area where we will have lunch.  

We will return to the Bird in Hand by 1615 to allow two hours to rest and prepare for the 

Reunion Formal Dinner in the Galaxy club where we will be joined by members of the 100th 

ARW and the Bloody Hundredth.  Pre dinner drinks will be served from 1815 hrs for dinner 

at 1900 hrs, note there will be no raffle this year. 
Finally on Sunday we assemble at St John Church Beck Row at 1045 for a wreath laying 

ceremony followed by a memorial service and then refreshments served by the ladies of St 

John’s in the Church Hall. 

It promises to be a very good weekend. Book in  
 
 
 
 
 

Reunion Time Table 

Time Table for Reunion 12 -14 May 2017 

 
An Air Defence Missile 

A copy of the newsletter is sent to every one of our 500 or so 
members. Each newsletter dispatched to a UK address costs nearly 
£2 (sterling) and more to Europe and further afield. If you are in 
a position to do so, than a contribution to the Register’s funds of 

any size would be very welcome. However, receiving the Newsletter 
is not dependent on making a contribution and we will continue to 

send a copy to all! 

 

http://www.radarmuseum.co.uk/jaguar%20cockpit%20&%20gee%20system.htm
http://www.radarmuseum.co.uk/coltishall.htm
http://www.radarmuseum.co.uk/coltishall.htm


 
The Reunion will once more be based on RAF Mildenhall by kind permission of the Commander 

of the 100th Refuelling Wing of the USAF. 
 

Friday 12 May; 

1300 Coach leaves the Bird in Hand for Base Tour 

1600 Return to the Bird in Hand 

1730  Welcome drinks in Middleton Hall 

1815  Buffet supper served 

2000 AGM followed by a short presentation on the role of the 100th ARW 

 

Saturday 13 May 

0915 Coach leaves Bird in Hand 

1045 Visit to the RAF Air Defence Radar Museum, Neatishead 

1200 Sandwich lunch and Museum Visit 

1445 Depart for Beck Row 

1615 Arrive Bird in Hand 

1800 Pre Dinner Drinks Galaxy Club  

1900 Formal Dinner 

2200 Carriages 
 

Sunday 14 May 

1045 Wreath laying ceremony at the RAF Mildenhall Plaque 

1100 Register Remembrance Service St John’s Beck Row 

1045 Refreshments in the Church Hall 

1130 Farewells 
 

Hotels and Guest Houses in the Mildenhall area  Dist from Base approx 

The Bird in Hand, Beck Row 01638 713247    1/2 mile 

The Bell Hotel, Mildenhall – 01638 583511.     4 miles 

The Lord Mayor’s Cottage, Barton Mills – 01638718947  5 miles 

The Riverside House Hotel, Mildenhall – 01638717274  4 miles.  

The Golden Boar, Freckenham – 163872300    6 miles 

The Walnut Tree Worlington – 01638 713345   5 miles 

Worlington Hall – 01638 712237     5 miles 

Travel Lodge Barton Mills – 0871 984 6006    5 miles 
 

The Mildenhall Register Officers with Contact Details: 

 Hon Chairman   Hon Secretary   Hon Treasurer 

John Gentleman   Geoff Reynolds   Smiley Mildwater 

152 High St    61 Salem St    Hardwicke Fields 

Cheveley    Gosberton    Haddenham 

Newmarket    Spalding    Ely 

CB8 9DG    PE11 4 NQ    CB6 3TW 

Tel  01638 730761   Tel 01775 841585   Tel 01353 749509 

jjgent@waitrose.com  mrsecretary@hotmail.co.uk smileym@waitrose.com 

mailto:jjgent@waitrose.com
mailto:mrsecretary@hotmail.co.uk
mailto:smileym@waitrose.com


 

 Reunion Dinner 2016 – the Vets with our military guests 


